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Abstract
Enhancement of structure-borne wave energy harvesting is investigated by exploiting
metamaterial-based and metamaterial-inspired electroelastic systems. The concepts of wave
focusing, localization, and funneling are leveraged to establish novel metamaterial energy
harvester (MEH) configurations. The MEH systems transform the incoming structure-borne
wave energy into electrical energy by coupling the metamaterial and electroelastic domains.
The energy harvesting component of the work employs piezoelectric transduction due to the
high power density and ease of application offered by piezoelectric materials. Therefore, in all
MEH configurations studied in this work, the metamaterial system is combined with
piezoelectric energy harvesting for enhanced electricity generation from waves propagating in
elastic structures. Experiments are conducted to validate the dramatic performance
enhancement in MEH systems as compared to using the same volume of piezoelectric patch in
the absence of the metamaterial component. It is shown that MEH systems can be used for
both broadband and tuned wave energy harvesting. The MEH concepts covered in this paper
are (1) wave focusing using a metamaterial-inspired parabolic acoustic mirror (for broadband
energy harvesting), (2) energy localization using an imperfection in a 2D lattice structure (for
tuned energy harvesting), and (3) wave guiding using an acoustic funnel (for
narrow-to-broadband energy harvesting). It is shown that MEH systems can boost the
harvested power by more than an order of magnitude.
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

for and costs of battery replacement and disposal can
be minimized. Among the basic transduction mechanisms,
piezoelectric transduction [5–9] offers the highest power
density and relative ease of application [10] for converting
kinetic/strain energy into electricity. Although the harvesting
of direct vibrational energy is well studied, limited effort
has been devoted to exploiting the energy of waves
propagating in structures and fluids. A few research groups
have addressed this area through the use of Helmholtz
resonators [11, 12], sonic crystals [13, 14], and polarizationpatterned piezoelectric solids [15]. Others have investigated

The transformation of vibrations into electricity has been
heavily researched for powering small electronic components
employed in various engineering systems, ranging from
unmanned aerial vehicles [1, 2] to bridges [3, 4]. The
main research motivation for this field derives from the
reduced power requirement of small electronic components,
such as wireless sensor networks used in passive and
active monitoring applications. The ultimate goal is to
power such small electronic devices by using vibrational
energy available in their environment such that the need
0964-1726/13/065004+08$33.00
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aeroelastic and hydroelastic phenomena for flow energy
harvesting [16–26].
Various heterogeneous structures and materials feature
geometric, micro-structural and/or material properties that
vary periodically in space. Periodic metamaterials can be
designed to exhibit non-traditional physical behaviors such
as negative stiffness, mass, and Poisson’s ratio. In order
to exploit periodic metamaterials for energy harvesting,
the present paper explores their unique ability to guide
the propagation of elastic waves and their ability to focus
their energy [27–29]. These abilities have been exploited
for the design of innovative actuators and sensors, and
elements of logic circuitry based on the propagation of elastic
waves [30, 31]. Wave guiding and focusing can be achieved
through operation within a bandgap frequency range, and the
introduction of controlled levels of disorder or engineered
defects. Property modulations and engineered anisotropy in
heterogeneous media can also produce negative refractive
indices, which lead to super-lensing or super-focusing
characteristics [32]. Numerous potential implications of
this mechanical wave guiding technology exist, including
active sensing of structural integrity, smart sensing of the
environment for the purposes of vehicle steering or guidance,
and dissipation of high-frequency modes of vibration, among
others. Of particular interest in this paper is the investigation
of how guided waves can assist in steering energy towards
sinks that either absorb energy or perform its transduction.
Innovative metamaterial energy harvester (MEH) systems
capable of enhanced harvesting of structure-borne elastoacoustic waves are introduced herein. In particular, three
concepts are explored in conjunction with piezoelectric power
generation: (1) focusing using a parabolic acoustic mirror, (2)
localization using a 2D lattice structure with an imperfection,
and (3) guiding and channeling using an acoustic funnel.
The first and the third concepts are shown to be capable
of broadband wave energy harvesting, while the second is
introduced for tuned wave energy harvesting. Experimental
verifications are presented in order to compare the harvested
energy in the presence and absence of the proposed focusing
devices.

harvester is located. The arrangement of the stubs is selected
with the goal of achieving broadband focusing capabilities.
The parabolic arrangement of stubs ensures focusing of plane
waves, while the spacing of the stubs along the parabola is
smaller or on the order of the wavelength of the considered
Lamb wave mode (namely, A0 mode) so that the array behaves
approximately as a perfect acoustic mirror [33].
The focusing capabilities of the PAM are investigated
first numerically through simulations which predict the
interaction of a plane wave with the parabolic mirror. A
multiple-scattering problem is formulated using a Green’s
function formalism [35], whereby the thin plate is an infinite
medium, and each stub acts as a point scatterer. The plane
wave generation is achieved numerically by considering the
constructive interaction of point sources laid out along a linear
array path [34].
The out-of-plane displacement of the plate at a generic
position x produced by a distribution of Ns point sources with
constant intensity A is given by [35]
u(x, ω) = A g0 (ω)

Ns
X

G(x, xn , ω)

(1)

n=1

where g0 (ω) denotes the amplitude of the excitation at
frequency ω, while G(x, xn , ω) denotes the Green’s function
defining the response to a unit source at xn and is
approximated as
(1)

G(x, xn , ω) = jπ 2 H0 (κ(ω)Rn ).

(2)

(1)

Here, H0 is the Hankel function of the first kind and order 0,
and Rn = |x − xn | is the distance between the generic location
x and the nth source. Dispersion is taken into account in the
definition of the wavenumber κ = κ(ω) which matches the
dispersion relations for the considered mode propagating in
the isotropic thin plate.
Scattering events are modeled as additional sources
providing an excitation proportional in amplitude to that of
the incoming wavefield. The out-of-plane displacement field
is then given by [35]
u(x, ω) = u∗ (x, ω) +

2. Wave focusing using a parabolic acoustic mirror

M
X

u∗ (xm , ω)τm G(x, xm , ω)

(3)

m=1

where τm is the scattering coefficient (which is assumed to
be unity for the quantitative simulation of the problem), M is
the total number of scatterers defining the mirror, u∗ (x, ω) is
the wavefield at x resulting from summation of the applied
excitation and of scattering events accounted for through a
repeated application of the previous expressions.
The simulation considers the configuration of figure 1(a),
where a 1 mm thick aluminum plate is excited by a linear
array of sources using a 4-cycles tone burst of central
frequency of 50 kHz. For simplicity, the source amplitude,
and the scattering coefficient, are set to unity, and one
single interaction between scatterers is assumed. Figure 1(b)
displays the spatial distribution of the RMS displacement field
and illustrates the focusing of the incoming plane wave energy
at the location of the energy harvester.

2.1. Concept of plane wave focusing and numerical
simulations
The elliptical acoustic mirror (EAM) described in [33] was
proved to be a very effective means of focusing propagating
waves, but it has the inherent drawback of needing the point
source location to be known a priori, which can be impractical
for real-life scenarios. In order to overcome this limitation
and incorporate harvesting of plane waves originating from
an unknown source, the first concept introduced is a parabolic
acoustic mirror (PAM). In this case the scatterers consist of
cylindrical stubs mounted on the surface of a plate, which
supports the propagation of Lamb waves. The goal is to enable
a configuration that can capture and focus the incoming plane
wave energy in space (at the focus of the parabola) where the
2
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of the PAM configuration showing the location of the piezoelectric energy harvester; (b) detail of
the simulated RMS displacement distribution exhibiting focusing of the wave energy at the location of the energy harvester.

Figure 2. Experimental plane wave generation: (a) linear PZT source array, (b)–(d) snapshots of the wavefield propagating from the array
(bounded by vertical black lines).

by sinusoidal 4 cycle tone burst at selected frequencies,
provided by a function generator (Agilent 33220A) through
a voltage amplifier (Trek Model PZD350). The resulting
wave propagation field is measured by a scanning laser
vibrometer (Polytec PSV-400). Wavefield images and RMS
distributions are obtained by recording the plate response
over a grid of points that cover the PAM and free harvester
region.
The experimental RMS distribution of the velocity field
for excitation at 50 kHz presented in figure 4(a) shows
very good agreement with the simulations (figure 1(b)), and
demonstrates the focusing effect of the PAM at the location
of the harvester. It is worth noting that for the experimental
case the energy is more spread in the vicinity of the focus
region with respect to the numerical case. This is probably
due to small misalignments between the parabola axis and the
wavefront.
Next, the broadband focusing characteristics of the
PAM are investigated by performing experiments at various
frequencies in the 30–100 kHz range. At each frequency, the
response of the plate is measured along the centerline of the
PAM (x = 0 mm in figure 3). The results are summarized

2.2. Experimental setup, plane wave generation and focusing
In order to investigate the harvesting performance of the PAM
concept, a practical means of generating a directional plane
wave is addressed first using a linear array of rectangular PZT
patches, as depicted in figure 2(a). All elements of the array
are excited in phase with a 4-cycles windowed tone burst
at a central frequency of 50 kHz. Full wavefield snapshots
are presented in figures 2(b)–(d). From the former it can
be visually inferred that a well-shaped plane wave region
exists within the boundaries of the array itself. Furthermore,
the latter confirms that the desired strong directionality is
achieved.
The experimental PAM arrangement is depicted in
figure 3(a) while the reference configuration (without the
PAM) used for performance comparison in the energy
harvesting tests is shown in figure 3(b). The source is provided
by the previously shown linear PZT array, while the harvester
is a piezoelectric disk of 7 mm diameter and 0.2 mm thickness.
All the PZT elements (STEMiNC Corp.) are bonded to a
1 mm thick aluminum plate. The source array is excited
3
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Experimental structure-borne wave energy harvesting configurations: (a) energy harvester located at the focus of the PAM
configuration; (b) free energy harvester configuration in the absence of the PAM for comparison of the generated electrical power for the
same wave excitation and the same distance from the source array.

Figure 4. (a) Experimentally measured RMS velocity field for excitation at 50 kHz (the source region is excluded) for the PAM
configuration shows wave focusing at the location of the energy harvester; (b) normalized experimental RMS velocity field along the major
axis (x = 0 mm) of the semi-ellipse for the frequency range 30–100 kHz.

in figure 4(b), which shows the variation of the normalized
wave amplitude along the centerline as a function of the
excitation frequency. The results clearly illustrate how the
sources (located at y = 230 mm) create a velocity field
that is amplified by the acoustic mirror to yield a peak
at the focal point of the parabolic mirror (located at y =
30 mm). The amplitude of this peak varies with frequency,
and reaches its maximum values around 50 kHz. Above this
frequency, a general decaying trend for the amplitude at the
focus is observed, which may be explained by the decreasing
wavelength of the selected mode with frequency. This directly
leads to a reduced effectiveness of the PAM (which becomes
very evident starting from 80 kHz) due to the effect of the
spacing of the stubs (in this case 10 mm along the parabolic
path), which becomes higher than the A0 wavelength at
frequencies higher than 50 kHz.

2.3. Energy harvesting performance
The performance of the PAM-based wave energy harvesting
concept (figure 3(a)) is investigated experimentally and
compared to that of a free wave energy harvester (figure 3(b)).
In order to characterize and compare the electrical power
outputs for the configurations with and without the PAM, sets
of resistor sweeps are performed. The voltage input is taken
to be a continuous harmonic and the frequency is varied from
30 to 80 kHz to further test the broadband characteristics of
the PAM configuration. Figure 6(a) shows the time history of
the voltage output across a resistive electrical load of 1.3 k
at 55 kHz. This electrical load is around the optimal electrical
estimated load, based on the relation R = 1/ωC, where the
excitation radial frequency and the piezoelectric capacitance
are ω = 110kπ rad s−1 and C = 2.2 nF, respectively. The
voltage output is substantially increased in the PAM-based
4
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Figure 5. Comparison of piezoelectric energy harvesters with and without the PAM configuration: (a) voltage output histories at 55 kHz for
1.3 k exhibiting the advantage of the PAM-based energy harvester; (b) power versus load resistance and frequency surfaces for the
frequency range 30–80 kHz covering the region of the optimal electrical load at each frequency.

Figure 6. 2D lattice structure made of aluminum stubs with an imperfection where (a) a circular energy harvester and (b) two rectangular
harvesters are located; (c) frequency response function comparison for the circular harvester case. Blue line: point inside the defect. Red
line: point belonging to the stubbed region.

harvester as compared to the free energy harvester without the
PAM.
Results of the energy harvesting capabilities of the
PAM-based configuration, shown in figure 5(b), exhibit
substantially enhanced power generation performance over a
wide range of excitation frequencies. The maximum power
generated by the PAM-based energy harvester occurs at
55 kHz and 1.3 k with 1.51 mW, whereas the free harvester
showed a maximum at 55 kHz and 1.7 k producing 145 µW
of power. Across all resistance and frequency levels, the
system shows an average of 1800% increase over the free
harvester case.

the imperfection can be exploited for tuned energy harvesting
purposes. The fundamental idea is to create a match between
the defect resonance frequency and the excitation frequency.
Due to the metamaterial nature of the lattice, the concept
can be extended to match the frequency content of specific
applications, and thus it can be considered as completely
tailorable.
3.2. Frequency response of the defect
Experimental tests are performed in order to evaluate the
feasibility of the concept. The frequency response functions
(output/input voltage recorded from the SLDV) for two
points inside and outside the defect of the stubbed region
are presented in figure 6(c). Two peaks are highlighted for
the point inside the defect, at 35 and 63 kHz, respectively.
Taking advantage of the scanning capability of the vibrometer,
full wave propagation field data of the slab are recorded
for harmonic excitation at the above-cited frequencies. The
normalized RMS results presented in figures 7(a)–(b) clearly
show that the first frequency corresponds to the first mode
of the defect, while the second frequency excites the second
mode. It is worth mentioning that these are indeed the

3. Wave localization using a 2D lattice with an
imperfection
3.1. Concept of wave localization and experimental setup
The second concept introduced herein is proposed for tuned
wave energy harvesting. This MEH system features a periodic
array with an internal defect that is realized by breaking the
lattice periodicity by the removal of one internal stub, as
shown in figures 6(a)–(b). The localization of the energy at
5
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Figure 7. Normalized RMS velocity field (absolute value) over the stubbed region including the defect: (a) harmonic input at 35 kHz
excites the first mode of the defect; (b) harmonic input at 63 kHz excites the second mode of the defect.

Figure 8. Power output from the defect case at (a) the first resonance of 35 kHz and (b) the second resonance of 63 kHz. The second mode
of the defect results in cancellation of the electrical output, which is recovered by using segmented electrodes and proper wiring.

vibration modes of the small defect plate (which can be
considered as a Mindlin plate with clamped boundaries as a
first approximation [36]).
The MEH concept given in this section represents a
perfect elastic analog of the sonic crystal-based acoustic
metamaterials configuration proposed in [13], with the
advantage that the design considered herein can be envisioned
to be transitioned for practical application through tailored
design of a foam with periodic inclusions or of a structural
substrate with an imperfect array of holes. Moreover, this
tuned configuration is suitable for use with conventional tuned
(or resonant) energy harvesters [5–8] since the excitation to
the harvester takes place at a known frequency.

harvest from the first mode, while the top electrode of one half
was wired to the bottom of the other and vice versa in order to
harvest from the second mode. Results of these experiments
can be seen in figure 8, where over an order of magnitude
drop in power occurs due to charge cancellation. This concept
is also compatible for use with cantilevered resonant energy
harvesters to be located in the defect for base excitation [5]
due to the out-of-plane vibrations within the defect.

4. Wave guiding using an acoustic funnel
4.1. Concept of wave channeling and experimental setup
The last concept presented features a metamaterial-inspired
array of acoustic scatterers arranged to form an acoustic
funnel that is hosted on an aluminum plate. This structure is
designed with the goal to channel and focus the propagating
waves. The operating principle relies on the capability of
such a periodic arrangement to manifest bandgaps, based on
the periodic spacing of the aluminum stubs. This particular
configuration has two complete frequency bandgaps in
the ranges 30–60 kHz and 90–130 kHz. Waves at these
frequencies do not propagate through the stubbed portion of
the plate and are bounded in the region without the slab.
Such region is shaped to capture circular crested waves
generated by a piezoelectric source, acting as a point source.
For excitation within a bandgap (100 kHz), the stubbed
array behaves as an almost perfect mirror, reflecting incident
waves, and confining their propagation within the desired

3.3. Energy harvesting performance
Further experiments are conducted for the defect configuration by placing a 7 mm × 8 mm × 0.2 mm piezoelectric
energy harvester plate (STEMiNC Corp.) at the center of
the defect. This disk was sliced in half in order to harvest
energy from both the first and second mode without charge
cancellation [5]. If a single patch were placed over the full
sinusoid seen in figure 7(b), one half would be in tension while
the other is in compression resulting in cancellation of charge
accumulation on the electrodes. As a result, alternative wiring
configurations allowed the same segmented piezoelectric plate
to harvest power without cancellation at each mode. The
piezoelectric plate segments are combined in parallel in both
cases. The top and bottom electrodes are all wired together to
6
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Source

MEH
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Figure 9. Acoustic funnel formed by the periodic arrangement of
stubs featuring an open channel along which waves are guided.

region. The resulting design is pictured in figure 9. As a
first relevant result, the full wave propagation field snapshots
of figures 10(a)–(c) reveal that this lattice configuration
effectively impedes the wave from propagating into the
stubbed region. From the snapshots it can also be seen that
the wave generated by the source is forced to enter the funnel
and travel within the designated channel, and eventually
demonstrates the effectiveness of the concept.
Figure 11. (a) Comparison of power generation performance for
MEH and free harvester configurations; (b) voltage across the
resistive load of 1.3 k exhibiting the funneling effect in the MEH
time history.

4.2. Energy harvesting performance
To evaluate the funnel effectiveness, a free harvester condition
(outside the funnel) is taken as a reference, in order to
show enhanced energy harvesting performance of the design.
Using identical actuation conditions, output voltage data can
then be collected from the two aforementioned harvester
configurations (namely the one inside the funnel, and the free
one). The PZT disk acting as the harvester is then connected
to a resistive load, and the voltage across it is recorded as
a function of time. Calculating the average power dissipated
across the resistor (which is the AC power produced by the
piezoelectric energy harvester disk) and plotting it against the
resistance yield the results shown in figure 11(a). As can be
seen from the graph, there exists an optimal electrical load
of maximum power output, which is the same for the two
harvesters. There is an average increase of 84.5% in power
harvested over the case of a harvester located at the same
distance from the source in a region with no lattice. The
peak power jumps from 67 µW to 130 µW, showing the
effectiveness of this MEH configuration.

Figure 11(b) shows the voltage across a resistive load
of 1.3 k for the MEH and free harvester configurations,
as recorded during the experimental tests. The funnel effect
is clearly visible, as the free harvester collects voltage data
nearly identical in form (not amplitude) to the input signal
whereas the MEH harvester has an extended time signature
that is the result of vibrations reflecting off the funnel and
proceeding into the channel.

5. Conclusions
This paper presented structure-borne wave energy harvesting
concepts by exploiting metamaterial-based and metamaterialinspired electroelastic systems for performance enhancement
in piezoelectric power generation. The metamaterial energy
harvester (MEH) systems introduced herein transform the

Figure 10. (a)–(c) Snapshots of the wavefield recorded for burst excitation at 100 kHz at successive instants of time show the wave
confinement operated by the funnel.
7
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incoming structure-borne wave energy into electrical energy
by coupling the metamaterial and electroelastic domains.
Three concepts were proposed for broadband and tuned wave
energy harvesting: (1) wave focusing using a metamaterialinspired parabolic acoustic mirror (for broadband energy
harvesting), (2) energy localization using an imperfection
in a 2D lattice structure (for tuned energy harvesting), and
(3) wave guiding using an acoustic funnel (for narrow-tobroadband energy harvesting). Experiments were conducted
for performance comparison of the MEH systems with free
harvesters and dramatic performance improvement is verified
for the acoustic mirror and funnel arrangements. These mirror
and funnel concepts can be combined with broadband energy
harvesters while the imperfection concept is well suited
for tuned (or resonant) energy harvesters covered in the
literature of vibration-based energy harvesting. The MEH
concepts introduced herein can enable potential system-level
applications such as low-power electricity generation for
structural monitoring sensor networks and acoustic energy
harvesting while absorbing undesired noise. Moreover, the
high frequencies involved in MEH systems may open new
avenues for the implementation of MEMS energy harvesters.
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